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Creating the world's most efficient people
processes
Call 0333 5771319
Email hello@peopleperform.co.uk

Our Vision
People Perform take pride in having a purpose. We help you to improve your HR performance by
creating world-class people processes that support HR professionals and functions in providing
outstanding service and metrics to their stakeholders.

Our Clients
1. CEO's & HRD's to drive efficiency and to generate workforce data that can be trusted
2. HR professionals to support process improvements, HRIS updates and line manager self-services
3. Investors to investigate the status of human capital in organisations.

Business Benefits
Cost: Efficiency saves money and creates rigour that permeates across teams and cultures.
Change leadership: Process efficiency is the foundation for change. Great process
builds capability and allows HR to concentrate on strategy implementation.
Human capital data quality: Process efficiency drives data quality. Human capital
metrics reporting accuracy increases with improved process.
Service levels: Reduced administrative time and increased customer experience by
creating revised processes bespoke to your business.
Knowing you are best in class: Knowledge that the processes you are using are best in
class. People Perform create ethical, logical and easy to use processes. All our research
is drawn from recognised external sources.
Documents that work: New process documentation including policy, procedure and
training material bespoke to the organisation, HRIS and all written in plain English.

OUR SERVICES
People Perform can provide you with:
Strategy documents that outline your approach to key human resources activities
Policy & user guides: guides, handbooks, procedures and process training documents.
Human capital reporting to create HR dashboards and benchmarking using internal and
external data benchmarks and best practice (ISO30414,World Disclosure Initiative)
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OUR 6-STEP PROCESS
Our focus is to support your strategic delivery through process, data and efficiency.
This simple six-step process gets results quickly. There is a lot of action in these six steps but we
are experienced HR practitioners and process geeks so you will be surprised at the pace of change.

1

Establish Efficiency & Process
Goals

2

Identify process flow & current
gaps

3

Benchmark vs UK &
International Standards

4

Close identified gaps, test &
review

5

Deliver process and training
material

6

Create human capital measurements
to drive performance

Why Choose Us?
Over the last few years People Perform have developed a reputation amongst our Clients for offering a
bespoke service that meets not only what they are looking for; but offered them something they were
not expecting. So we asked for feedback and we now have 3 good reasons as to why you should
choose us for your business efficiency metric needs:

1 First & Always, HR Practitioners.
Every consultant has been in jobs like our clients. They can relate to the practicalities
required in the implementation of efficiency, and you will enjoy dealing with people who
understand operational HR.
2 Self-Confessed Process Geeks.
We love people process and data; lots of HR people don’t! We enjoy helping to lay the
foundations so your creative HR colleagues can flourish and implement strategy and
partner with your business.
3 Transparent, Trusted.

We choose to share information freely, and with integrity meaning, we transfer the
learning and our expertise to the individuals and teams we partner. The team look
forward to helping to make your busy professional life easier!

HELLO, My Name Is Richard.
Believe it or not, my professional passion is all things people process and data. I have worked in
operational HR for nearly 30 years and enjoy facilitating the ability of HR professionals to make
strategic decisions based on clear and accurate metrics.
The purpose of our services is to drive efficiency, reduce costs and provide the mechanisms to present
exceptional data, training and documentation. I am Prince2 trained, and a member of the CIPD and
Business Process Management Institute while all our associates are HR Practitioners, CIPD members and
either Prince2 or MSP accredited.
Kirsty, the team and I, look forward to hearing from you soon.

Richard Frost
Business Owner
Tel: 0333 5771319
Email:
hello@peopleperform.co.uk

